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What is your earliest memory of nature?
What were important experiences for you in
nature in your first decade? in your second? in
your adult life?
What influences about nature do you pick up
from TV, school, books, stories?
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When & where do you feel safest in nature? 
When & where do you feel unsafe in nature?
What animals or other living beings do you like the
most? the least? Why?
What experiences of death have you had (both human
& non-human)?
How do you feel about this moment in time in our
human and planetary evolution? What are the
devastating and creative experiences you are most
saddened or grateful to witness?
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How much daily contact do you have with the natural
world?
How is your lifestyle shaped by your bioregion?
How is your occupation or avocation influenced by the
environment? Work outdoors? Work indoors to avoid
the weather? What have you deferred from doing or
being because it is not in alignment with your
environmental values?
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How were you born? What do you know about your
early infancy?
Where in nature does your body feel the best? Where
in nature do you experience the most fear? What feels
terrifying to you about or in nature?
Have you had sensuous, sexual experiences in nature
or with nature that have enhanced your feeling of
being interconnected with nature?
Can you imagine yourself on your deathbed? What are
your feelings about your own dying?
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Is nature part of your spiritual path?
Have you ever experienced feelings of expanded
awareness or oneness in the natural world?
What is it like for you to experience "silence" in
nature? How are you altered?
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How have you used nature for recreation in your life?
When you recreate in nature, do you have a sense of
wanting to be in control of nature?
Has recreation been your introduction to a far deeper
access into your true nature?
Has recreation brought you into interfacing with
indigenous peoples and their relationship to the land?
What have you learned?
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